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Usage of pot lights are increasing drastically as there are many advantages of it for a homeowner.
Their shapes are like cooks pot and hold a large, low heat, low energy, highly efficient bulb. These
bulbs can be easily moved to direct the light towards anything in the room. One of the best things
about these lightings is that they are flush with the ceiling which enables homeowners to have them
installed in a low ceiling area such as many of the basements with drop ceilings. Most of people use
to install pot lights near artwork or other home dÃ©cor in order to showcase the piece. The bulbs can
be adjusted in the lights to shine a spotlight on a certain piece of dÃ©cor to help in illuminating its
artistic qualities. So, adjustable feature of the lighting is one of the most beneficial things for pot
lights.

Some people also use to install it on the outdoors, under overhangs and eves. In this way, the bulbs
of the light are directed towards doors and windows. The light can also be placed on a motion
detection style monitor or on a dusk-to-dawn timer so the lights will go on at night or when a car
pulls up to the house. It will be considered as safe and secure if pot lights are on timer or motion
sensor as well as simply angled towards a window or door. One of the other advantages of these
lights is that some insurance companies will give discounts for the pot lights being installed on the
outdoors. This will helpful for homeowners to save their money in case of any kinds of damage due
to burglaries.

The bulbs of pot lights need not to be replaced as often as regular light bulbs as these bulbs are low
energy and low heat but produced high efficiency lights that are enough for illuminating the home.
This will save the hard earned money of homeowners as they will not have to replace light bulbs as
they have been doing so far for the other kinds of regular bulbs. The pot lights allow various
configurations in planning out a room. For this, an electrician and a homeowner can discuss about
the possible arrangement and placement of the pot lights in a way so that the most light is gained
from 3 or 6 inches light fixtures.

You must consult to an electrician or a lighting contractor to install pot lights in your home properly.
You can avail their services if required. 
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